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  PlatiFi is the leading provider of cloud based SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) and PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service)  
company. Our solution harnesses the power, agility and scalability of Microsoft Azure Cloud Platform as well as 
patent pending software solution blocks and analytics algorithm to deliver Virtual Workspace as a Service to      
education and SME Segments. PlatiFi platform hosts enterprise grade software applications from the third-party 
software vendors as well as software applications developed in-house and make these software applications         
accessible to students and faculty in the educational institutes as well as users in Small and Medium Enterprises, on 
any browser enabled device, anytime, anywhere on “pay as you grow” commercial model basis. 
 
The need for access to enterprise software applications in a virtual lab environment to thousands and thousands of 
students in schools, colleges, universities, engineering, medical and  management  institutes all over the world is 
growing at phenomenal pace. At the same time SMEs need to harness the power of public and private cloud to    
optimize its resources and provide the right tools and relevant suite of software applications to its employees on real 
time basis to increase their productivity, market competitiveness, business outcome, customer satisfaction, etc. 
without any constrain of time and location. PlatiFi solution caters to these needs in most innovative and elegant 
manner. 
 
PlatiFi is founded by a group of experienced management professionals and technologists with deep expertise in IT 
hardware, Telecom, IoT, Cloud, Big Data and software Development. PlatiFi grows on the culture of customer   
success, continuous innovation and solutions oriented approach backed by strong domain expertise with              
outstanding commitment to flawless execution and customer delight in the age of the dynamic digital customer. 
 

Products 
 
VxSpace:  
 
A Web portal through which you can setup  various platform environments such as windows or Linux for the end 
users to access varied application packages with minimal hardware requirement. On Successful deployment of the 
required environment, you can add the required number of end users to the environment. This will be enable the end 
user to access applications via the VxSpace App shared on email. The VxSpace App can be used on  
Windows/Mac OSX/Linux machines. 
 
 The VxSpace web portal also provides details on charges incurred for a given period and download the invoices in 
PDF format.  
 
The VxSpace Web portal provides you & your support staff to monitor the performance of environment such as 
CPU/RAM consumption by the end users, network access latency etc. 
 
The VxSpace Web portal provides you  Analytical Engine containing detailed report about the end user interaction 
with environment. The detailed report will be consisting of total duration the end user was accessing the               
environment, the applications used by the end users and with time line. 
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VxRecovery: A Desktop Application used to Sync data between your local machine and Cloud. PlatiFi provides 
you the front end from where the client can configure which folder/drive (data) needs to be in Sync with cloud. 
Client can also see the bytes/bits exchanged between local machine and cloud. 
 
VxRecovery Desktop application is supported on various platforms such as MAC OSX, Windows, Linux. 
 
VxRecovery does not need IP Address or advanced configuration. It just works over LAN and Internet. Each  cli-
ent machine is identified by and ID. Just share your ID with friends or Colleagues to share the folder and a copy of 
file will be stored in the cloud as backup. 

Glimpse of supported applications: 
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